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The Second Day
The alarm went off at 5:30 and his hand slammed d o wn on
it.
It was still dark out.
He did not want to go.
He closed
his eyes, and lay there for a few minutes, banging his f eet
together under the blankets.
They made a muffled slappi ng
sound.
He was hot.
Throwing off the covers, he sat on the
edge of the bed, head in hands, his hair pointing angri l y in
all directions.
He stumbled across the room and banged his
shin on the chair.
Muttering, he felt his way around it and
finally switched on the light in the bathroom.
He was ta ll
with scrubboard ribs, sharply pointed hips, and skinny white
legs.
His hands were as smooth as the sink.
He splash ed
cold water on his face, careful not to spill any on the floor;
his mother told him it dulled the shine.
She used to b e very
strict about that.
Patting dry, he lowered the towel a nd looked in the mirror, face stretched with a yawn.
His eyes , although
covered with sleep, glowed like distant fires in the ni ght.
He
had a smooth face with whisper-soft hairs on his chin a nd cheeks.
Sitting on the toilet, he relieved himself, carefully,
so as not to make any noise.
His father had once tak en a glass
of water and had poured it into the bowl from above h i s head,
saying, "Listen to that Gerald.
That is what you s o und like.
I , don't want to hear it anymore."
Gerald. sat with his face in
his hands, fingers trembling.
He was hot.
Finished in the bath r oom, he walked out and starte d dressing, pulling yesterday's c lothes off the table in the mi ddle
of the room.
He gingerly pulled on the dirty socks.
The y
smelled of the locker room at school; everyone had alway s looked at him.
He hated them, the shouts in the showers, the smell
of urine from the toilets, he hated the feeling of swea t on
his body, the lonely intimacy of the people dressing toge ther.
He must wash the socks tomorrow!
While pulling his shirt
off the table, some typewritten pages fell to the floor.
Gerald
kneeled picking the papers up.
In the muted light comi n g from
the bathroom door, he couldn't quite make out the words.
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Replacing them by the old Royal typewriter, he stepped
over by the door and switched on the light.
It was a single
bulb covered by a yellow plastic shade.
The cobwebs of sallow light spread throughout the room, gently sagging from
the bulb to each lighted space, a forgotten maypole.
The
table and chair were the only furniture in the room, besides
the bed.
He opened the door and glanced around the room noticing his college degree nailed to the wall in a cheap frame.
From where he was it looked like an optometrist's eye chart.
His hand swept the side of the wall and caught the switch on
the way down.
He loudly shut the door and stomped down the
hall.
It was his second day of working on the sanitation crew.
There were three other men and only one of those had talked
to him. His name was Frank and Gerald didn't like him.
Walking out of the apartment building he started for the city garage.
He felt the gentle heat from the sidewalk rise up his pant legs;
it hadn't really cooled off at all during the night.
He
hadn't expected it to be this warm, but the heat was already
touching him at the temples.
It he had known it was going to
be like this, he wouldn't have taken the job.
But he needed
the money.
There was the loan to be paid back, and the rent,
and still no answer from all the applications sent out.
He
had not heard any word about the book either.
Three rejection
slips in six months.
Perhaps he'd have to rewrite it. Maybe
this new one would sell.
The garage was just ahead and Gerald saw Frank pull up
under the street lamp.
Gerald could see the glasses, those
thick glasses that made his eyes seem a normal size until he
took them off.
Then the eyes shriveled to slits in his head.
He wore a greasy thick sweatshirt. ' Gerald shivered as he
reached the door with Frank.
"Morning Jerry.
Gonna be hot out!" Not waiting for an
answer the square-face and thick glasses went inside. Gerald
stood for a moment, looking around, trying to make out the
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writing on the far building; no it was too dark.
Clenching
his teeth, he walked into the garage.
The lights were on and
Frank already stood by t h e heater.
It wasn't on, but all the
men congregated around it, summer or winter, like monks around
a small Buddah.
Frank was heavy set with thick black eyebrows
and hair.
His eyes darted like wrens, never stopping. Gerald
went over and stood at the other end of the heater, saying nothing.
The sanitation truck took up the majority of the little
garage, like a dinosaur in a museum.
The paint had been rubbed or chipped off, leaving only faint patches of dirty white
and the dim outlines of "CITY SANITATION."
"What did you say you were doing?

Going to college?"

Gerald shifted from one foot to the other, sighing audible.
"No, I'm finished with school." He hated meeting new
people; he had always kept to himself.
"What did you study?"
other side.

Frank turned as if warming his

He wouldn't understand, Gerald thought.
"English." The pair looked in opposite ways, but kept
an eye on each other. Gerald coughed.
"Looks like we're a little early.
Have to wait for the
others." Frank turned around and looked at the back of the
truck.
The bulldog jaw where the trash was dumped jutted out
defiantly.
"So you're in English?"
Gerald hated small talk.
He looked over at him, seeing
the straight line of his nose projecting from the square box
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of his head.

"That's right."

"Urn."
Gerald's eyes rolled toward the ceiling and he turned
around facing the wall.
"A friend of mine was in English once.
'Course that
was quite a while ago.
He doesn't do much any more.
I
h a r d lye v e r see him." F ran k pur sed his lip s, no.twa i tin g
for an answer from Gerald.
"He lives behind his mother's
house.
She still gives him an allowance. All we get from
him is barrels of paper." He sucked on his teeth, "Just
crumpled paper."
Gerald's head jerked slightly towards him.
"What was that?"
"I said that all he ever throws away are bunches of
paper."
Gerald turned from the wall, trying desperately to act
uninterested, glancing around the room, looking at nothing.
"Has he published anything?"
Frank replied, "I don't know.

I never asked him."

Gerald glared at the tires on the truck, following the
shape, around and around.
Another writer here he thought.
Perhaps he's famous, of course he probably wasn't, but then
again.
"What's his name?"
Frank looked directly at him for the first time.
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His

eyebrows lifted in surprise at Gerald's interest.
"Arthur Martinez, why?"
Of course, there are always pen names, perhaps.
"Oh.

"

"Wh 0 0 e e ! It's go i n g to be hot t e r 'n hell to day! " Th e
other two workers came in, slamming the door behind them.
They nodded at Gerald and turned to Frank.
"Morning, Frank." The first man grinned and walked
towards the front of the garage.
The other man stopped in
front of Gerald.
"Morning, Frank.

Heard anymore from Leonard?"

- "Morning, Jack.
No, I haven't; he's only sent one postcard, but it sounds like he's going to stay in California for
a while."
"Damned if I would.
L.A. 's too big a city for me.
have you got my stereo done yet?"
"No, not yet.
the parts."

Say,

I'm having a little trouble getting all

Frank said, "Give me another week."
Gerald, "Let's go, our turn on back."

He turned towards

The truck roared to life and settled down to a controlled quivering while Frank opened the garage door.
Gerald
stood by the heater, thinking.
Stereos? Arthur Martinez?
Maybe he wouldn't have to work here too long. Maybe he'd get
a letter and a check in the mail from the publishers.
The
truck limbered out into the street and Gerald ran after it.
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The door closed and the two men stepped up on either side
on the back.
Yesterday they had driven the first four hours
and worked on back the last four.
It had been bad, the
straining on the barrels to lift them, the sweat in his eyes,
and the constant climbing up and down off the truck.
They stopped along the dark alleys, emptying unknown
contents from black cans into the dark abyss of the truck.
At times the barrels were light weight and felt clean, other
times they were heavey, the insides plopping into the back
of the truck, thick and rancid.
Gerald held his breath for
the occasional bad ones, trying to lift the heavy barrels
of ran~ coffee grounds and left-over T.V. dinners.
The
truck slowly swallowed the breakfast, whines and mechanical
clanks coming from the black hole in the back.
How could he keep this up? Even now he was running
out of breath constantly behind the energetic Frank.
His
hands ached from clenching them so much, his jaw ached,
his feet ached.
And still the truck slowly swallowed the
waste, compressing it somewhere in its bowels.
Frank lifted barrel after bar~ el, almost holding them at arms length3
shaking them out.
The sun was slowly rising.
Some of the
barrels turned green, others gray, others brown, instead of
all black.
The insides were still shady, with illegible
newspapers tumbling into the jaws of the truck along with
assorted cartons and bottles.
The truck started forward as
Gerald struggled with another barrel.
He yelled, "Damn it!

Wait a minute would you?"

Frank hurried back, smiling.
"Now Jerry, settle down.
You're gonna wake the neighbors." He deftly rolled the barrel to the truck and quickly
emptied it.
Gerald mumbled, "To hell with the neighbors."
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He let

him put the barrel back and they both stepped up on the
truck as it pulled into the street.
It slowly dipped and
swayed into another alley, almost throwing Gerald off.
He
stepped down and started for the first can.
Perhaps that
other fellow was famous.
But Gerald knew all the contemporary greats, and many
of the minor figures.
No he was probably just someone
deluding himself, thinking he can write.
"Hey, Jerry, there's Arthur's house up there." Frank
pointed to a small house in back of a larger one.
"His
mother lives in the big one."
The small house had quite a few shingles missing and the
paint had all but disappeared leaving only gray, knotty siding.
The truck pulled up alongside, nearly touching it.
Gerald casually walked over and tried to look in the window
while . groping for the barrel.
He knew what was there, even
though he couldn't eee in.
There would be a man at a desk.
He would wear a heavy
sweater and what looked like woolen pants.
He would be
writing with such intensity that he wouldn't notice the truck
rumbling outside.
On a part of the desk would be such a
stack of papers that it would have fallen over and slid halfway across.
There would be crumpled pieces of paper scattered
around with clothes piled in the corner, and there would be
dishes in the sink.
Gerald tried to look in the house, but
the sun reflected off the panes of glass, blinding him.
He
started for the barrel, but suddenly noticed that Frank had
already emptied it.
Quickly he dashed for the jaws as they
slowly ground their was on each other.
He tried to grab a
bit of the paper as it rolled back, but Frank pulled him
back as the metel closed with a satisfying crunch.
Gerald
looked at his empty hands as the truck slowly wabbled to th~
next house.
by Kelby Cotton
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Open letter to Sigmund Freud
Insanity dosen't strike,
like lightning,
It drips,
like (rain).
Vickie Wills
2:00 AM

Stumbling over nightgown hems,
blowing on amber tea.
Persuading warmth of mug
to fight sleep's blizzard.
Silent autumn eve.
Adjacent room
finds sleep steeping.
Lukewarm dreamers
unaware of a percolatory spirit
beginning a new day.
Tea finds warms,
reds, greens, golds.
Steaming of senses.
Spicy fires
roaring around
bleeding fountain pens.
Funny dancing spirit
with the ambitions of a muse.
Vickie Wills
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Seasons
Spring
Warm, sunny
Living, budding, growing
Birds, trees, flowers, children
Working, sweating, suffering
Hot, humid
Summer
Arid, parched
Sweltering, thirsting, drying
People, earth, animals, plants
Cooling, frosting, harvesting
Asleep, brown
Autumn
Dormant, numb
Maturing, decaying, resting
Plants, gardens, leaves, trees
Freezing, snowing, freezing
Barren, dismal
Winter
Cold, wet
Existing, surviving, waiting
Grandparents, animals, folige, fields
Raining, warming, melting
Airy, cheerful
Spring
Michael Carr
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Through panes of glass and ice
My house is well-furnished .
Shy-silent textures,
woven with odd threads.
Some coarse, some fine.
Patternless solids
never divulging
perverted infatuations.
Thought calories
always ground
into my carpet.
God I sound
intelligent, talking
to the furniture!
I' ,m s o strange
when s o alone
I so often give
heated lectures
to the curtain rod.
Brilliant orator
screamlng at a lampshade!
Hear me!
Bald doorknob,
or have keys turned
beneath you?
Don't nod
meek pendulum!
Feel my voice!
Read my lips!
"Tick-Tock!", I scream.
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I'm told
by speaking speCles
so fitting
to imitate
my peaceful, mindless
listeners.
For theirs is the kingdom
and everyone needs a Kingdo m.
I hear there ' s a sale
on kingdoms this week.

Vickie Wills
The Graduation
The dandelion
Golden yellow circle
in a field of green
Swaying in sunny winds
with his brothers of gold.
Together they grow
and change .
Until one day a great wind
rushes through
Their gray-headed gathering
and scatters
Their hairy seeds
far a way .
Susan Schrage
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Poor Wh i te
The trash talk s back .
Whinin g , f o ul and smelly,
c luckin g ab out r i diculous t h ings .
The weather, t he democratic pr imary ,
his sister's boyfriend , (Who h e ' s sure lS a pans y )
The bulk o f h is countenance
g ives him pri vi l ege .
He is all-important
as h e whe e l s about
taking in th e world ' s soggy c i gare tt e butts
and catsup- covered underwear ,
Until he is push ed ,
under protest,
into the corner
with his lid clamped upon him .
Leavin g him a l one
t o smell hims e l f .
Vick i e Wills
Diamente
sunshine
warTH, br i ght
laugh ing, singing, s h o utin g
garnes , walks , s h adows, rain
wh isper i ng, sigh i n g , crying
cold, dark
clouds
Robin Ann Warner
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Oatmeal
Well, here I am.
I came to the woods because I thought
I wanted to be alone
and write.
I couldn't write on the ground
because I kept thinking that a mountain
would do the trick.
So here I am,
waiting for the enchanted forest to unleash its elves
that will push my pen across the page
as I sleep.
Instead,
I am watching the ants that I have sat with
crawl up and down my leg
like animated dirt
and I realize that I have worked
up an appetite climbing mountains
and would like to go down
and eat a bowl of oatmeal
which is also a poem.
Vickie Wills
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The Proposition
"Yes, I'll go to bed with you .
For I see no conquest in your eye.
I am not a notch for your belt.
But I am not your love.
r am lust this person
who watches you walk,
and slowly reaches out
of my southern brand
of solicitousness
that has fought love
in backseats
and glove compartments,
in bedrooms
and wet backvards,
never realizing the vulgarity
of 1>attle.
I reach out,
and away
from damp leaves
and grass stains.
Come hide in me,
It's all I want."
Do I see conquest In their eyes?
The man of class,
who kisses and chews gum
at the same time?
The saueaking track shoe hero
with the toothpick
in his mouth
and toothpaste on his breath?
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The white tuxedo quasl-man,
jingling change
and keys
that hang heavily
from his fly?
Do I set,
vulture-like
and unconquerable
above these humans
and subhumans,
looking threatening
and ice-fire-ish?
"Yes, I'll go to bed with you.
For I see no conquest in your eye.
I am not a notch for your belt.
But I am not your love."
Vickie Wills
Loneliness
Now that you're gone
agony bites bitterly at my heart.
All that is left is an empty roomful of shadows
that I sometime mistake for you.
The picture that we painted, together, hangs
crooked on the wall.
The furniture that we wanted desperately to own now seems
mismatched and green is such and awful color.
I put the things (that you forgot) in a cardboard box
in the bedroom corner.
They belong there with the memories, the cobwebs, and the
shadows.
Sherry Jones
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When the Fats are Wi nning
9 a . m.- - crush hour.
The city opens her eyes and stretches .
Down the 2-at - a-time stairsteps, runn i ng .
v,1 hi te - hot summer - sun already spinning upwards .
Downtown, the city yawns, shakes her ha i r ou t.
Wheels turn, shoppers scurry.
~he ~etro vomits sleepy commuters and off i ce girl s .
Pi gh heels on concrete .
Click.
clack .
click.
clack.
Hurry.
hurry.
. hurry.
5 p.m.--the sticky sun sets .
The parent sleeps .
The children, one by one, slip from t h e i r desks .
Taste the chocolate of city darkness,
Feel her dizzy, let - go pulse .
Night-time sparkling fairy palace.
"Get l oose, hit the pavement, check t h e n i ght c lubs,
See what's just out, watch the stree t- g i r l s ,
See wh at ' s goin ' on ."
11 p.m. -- Blue lights, dark close heat waves .
Pour the Scotch-and - soda.
Smoky darkness, finger - snap rhythm.
Shake it faster.
. faster.
. faster .
Lo se the daylight.
"Make mine a Harvey Wallbanger ! "
I bet you and me real l y cou l d ge t
Il}iey girl!

it on !!!

2 a.m. - -Blues coming down.
Can't fight it, can't lose it .
"Play Lou Rawls one more time for the man f r om Det ri o t- c it y! "
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The city grasps her fist-tight.
Can't let loose yet.
City's girl-woman fakes the hip scene.
Everybody's an artist-with-an-E these days.
She'll wait til September,
See how things go.
Carole Nantz
Girl Talk
Conversations
on daily routine.
The blessings of black
midnights and
haze-blue mornings
for the woman
who follows patterns
of prescribed happiness
from experts in their fields.
"I like to get up with him.,
I wouldn't go back to bed.
~he auietness is so nice.
I have the house to myself.
No one else is up and screaming.
It's so peaceful,
peace and quiet.
"
I become attentive
to the silence.
And my Grandmother is nodding,
crying softly, "You listen."
And she smiles,
knowing I've heard.
Vickie Wills
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Yellow Butterfly Wings
I hated them.
The two boys rowed out to the lake's center.
Their hair,
bathed in sunlight, was as light as the sun itself. They
laughed.
One held something in his hand and kept spreading
his fingers apart to peek inside.
~he wind carried the smell of fish to the shore.
Wild
red flowers and yellow milkweed hung out over the water. They
were trampled by careless feet and a spray of crushed petals
floated in the water.
Thick waves rolling away from the boat
slapped against the shore, spilled over the boys footprints,
and receded with a sucking sound, leaving the blossoms plastered to the sand.
Had the boys no love of beauty? Ruffians! Mischief
makers!
They stopped in the lake's center and stood up like fools
in the lolling boat.
"i;Iatch," said one. He held up his hand and let go his
captive, a beautiful, yellow butterfly.
"Fly!
Fly!" screamed the other as his friend laughed
uproariously.
The fragile creature flitted in the wind, dipping and ·
soaring, one tiny speck of yellow.
I knew it, too .
Fun, they called it.
Sport.
Race for life.
The wind beat it down and the water rose reluctantly
up to meet it.
It struggled briefly, fell to the water, and
died.
It lay outstretched, crepe paper wlngs glistening in
the water.
"Ah!
I told you so," jeered one boy.
"You lost.
Pay
up."
What had he to pay? I thought. Hadn't the butterfly
payed? Oh, but a butterfly isn't that important, is it?
"Pay up!" yelled the boy, and stamped his foot.
For a
moment the boat trembled.
It leaned, then paused one second
after throwing the boys in the water before it sank. The boys
sputtered to the surface and cried out. They looked to shore
and began to swim.
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Too far.
They knew it.
I knew it.
They beat the water, frantically calling for help.
It was
a race for their lives.
Too far.
Too far.
"Pay up," said the lake.
"Pay up," echoed the butterfly.
"Pay up," I laughed.
Two boys aren't that important.
The water washed the butterfly to shore and left it beside
the red and yellow blossoms in the foot print.
I stooped a
moment and covered them with sand.
Then I left, sneaking one more look at the yellow heads
shining in the sun mever to reach the bank, and I thought
how much they looked like yellow butterfly wings.
Angela A. Patrick

Haiku
Willows Bending Low
Burdened With Time and Aging
Tired, Useless Lives
Robin Ann Warner
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Sonnet For Locust Year
Wearing the mark of war upon their wings
They rose in May to populate the fields,
A resurrection quiet power wields
Of fleeting, fragile lives--yet awesome things
Condensed like mis-timed ghosts in early dew.
Their singing jarred the hill and sagged the tree
With buzzing weight; by fall, the horde was through.
They sought the dark of earth.
In its damp breath
They hid until the seasons would fulfill
Through the soft lethargy of living death,
The certain evolution of their will.
Self-tomed in blackness where they sought to find
A lift to light, they left their husks behind.
Sam Bevard
Land of Opportunity
My mother
has a micro-wave oven, a new bedroom suite, a dishwasher,
a garbage disposal, a twenty-three speed blender, a coffeemaker, a refrigerator freezer, an electric bun-warmer
and veg-o-matic.
She is happy
as she watches Monty Hall give her life away everyday
on channed six.
I often wonder if
instead of saying "Will you marry me?"
my father looked with love and hunger
into my mother's pure and feminine eyes
and said, "Let's Make a Deal!"
Vickie Wills
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The Recorder
lying still last night in a
tremor of fear, my body
began to die.
i coughed,
expelling the string that led
to my heart, that gave
me a reason to live.
there is a woodwind instrument,
called a recorder,
that is used to allure Cobra's
from their dreary home
in mysterious India.
i played the recorder long into the
night and the vile snakes flowed
out of my body, fighting among
themselves, instilling even a
greater conflict in my soul.
The recorder melted in my
hands; i could no longer play
a happy soothing melody.
the only noise that my soul
released was the cracking, hollow
coughing of one who was
discontent with a life that
was probably meant to
be.
i coughed, expelling a
torn and tattered heart; there
was no longer a reason to live.
i cut the string to my heart.
J.
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adair cooper

The Baptism of N_

R

Violent day ran through the roof of night
Fired forth from ranks of heavenly cannonade;
Rain loped the hills as stars began to fade-Their distant lanterns washed from earth's sight.
Rain ringed the stream gliding in doomed repose
Above the shadow of the covered bridge,
And God's fire flamed in power along the ridge
To shake the air and land with fevered throes
Like tremblings of the repentant heart
Posed, contrite in the pool.
God's messenger
Spoke dedications, then down to the blood
The convert plunged, and all the sky did start.
Rising, he wept; the waters joined, unclear
And swept the mortal scum away In flood.
Sam Bevard
Sunken Ship
Lost and forgotten half a lifetime ago, it's hull crusted
over with algae and barnacles, the small galley lies broken
and settled on the ocean floor.
Its half-rotted planks linker
unto bars of iron, seal the deathly prisoner's sepulcher.
Degenerating into the grey-green of the murky currents, the lonestanding mast reaches upward to salvation, but too far below,
too deep to be rescued, the bony hand does naught but haunt
the sluggish depths of imprisonment.
Tana Ray
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Daughter
March 31
I woke up bitchy.
Surfacing in sour blankets, disgustingly
lain in, I wallowed in curdles of half-consciousness.
Listening
to my roommates talk, I was over sensitive to chance references
to my name.
I faintly realized the indignation as it mushroomed
waking becomes a drudge.
. wishing to be buried in the
world of pink pajamas and death in bed.
Buried beneath bedspreads,
sleeping with socks and Vic's vapor rub.
The cowboy curtains
shadow heavily.
buffalo shadows across my knee.
Seeing my
knee to be a smooth blue mountain, melted ice cream, shaved.
my white socks, the toes hung over like dead tongues.
I reach
for my cotton doll.
. or is it my pillow? I hold her to my
chest.
Now she is covered with Vic's vapor rub. A smelly outcast, beneath the covers, shadowed by buffalos and mahogany men
wi th long guns.
. poor babe.
. We will be protected here.
I woke up bitchy.
Crabbing at the rain, at the cold toilet
seat.
It's rainy and the toothpaste is weak, the towel is wet.
I dread lin gu istics.
The instructor is staring at me staring at my blank paper,
feeling as if I owe it a debt.
It is empty and white and disgusting.
I should cover it up.
Cover it up with meaningless words
for decency's sake.
April 2
Occasionally, groups of high schoolers on tour parade by.
They stumble and try to look sophisticated. It-le lie on the grass
and wonder if someone is playing a joke.
They hurt in their reminder.
I too used to write checks for
pantyhose and iron double knit dresses.
Stiff in scarves and
p leats, always uneven, awkward broken heels, tea-stained collars.
Muggy beneath my slip and bra.
April 5
I have been thinking a good deal about my mother lately.
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I

care very deeply for her; more than I ever have in my life.
She is seeing and realizing things about h erself and I am
pro ud.
I want to cry for her at times.
She is looking back
on her life with sadness, which can't be easy.
She is beginning to realize a regret for her life.
I think she is trying to get through to me in ways that
she never did when I was a child.
We had a very bad relatio ns hip then.
I think she is trying to bring out the re lationship
that we didn't have when I was younger, when we were both were
younger.
My mother is growing up .
April 8
I donate my body to science every time I open my toothles s
head for scrutinization.
My breasts drag like an old woman 's.
I am already as old as the trees, the must y, ancient fir trees.
I am just as old and stiff and humble as my must-green limbs
droop.
I am old.
I have lived until I am ti red.
I wonde r
if I am wiser than the mountains as I try to get away.
April 9
I've decided what I want.
I want very much to be my own
person.
But what the hell does that mean? , "My own person ."
Do I mean:
A.
That I want to own myself, like a mobile
home?
B.
That I want no one else to own me, like
a mobile home?
C.
That I am lying to myself?
April 10
This is such a silent, gaudy place .
The floor remi nds me
of our moldy shower stall.
The stairs are regimented.
I saw
a war picture once, and the silver bars of the stair railing
looked like the torture cages at the prison camp.
The goodAmerican bombers were put inside by the nasty-Nazis.
The bombers
had to stand up because there was no room to move .
If they
moved, they were stuck by blades and thornes .
I was nine years
old and horrified.
It's strange how that sticks out in my mind
It scares me even now.
I can't let myself dwell on it.
It's too painful.
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April 13
I think that my parents have a fantasy about me.
They think
that I am going through a "women's lib phase." In reality, I
don't really want a career, I don't really want to do much of
anything with my life.
I will eventually settle down with some
fuller-brush-man and become, eventually, as bored as they are.
April 14
I paint the greatest picture of death here in bed surrounded
by newspapers and works of Plath and Jung.
I am drowning In news papers and words.
I could go horne for the weekend.
Leafing through J. C. Penny's.
Bitter homes.
easy
living.
. how to.
. My God.
. My God .
. what a mess.
April 15
I think I am reaching my mother.
She listens to me now, and
tells me things.
I don't really think she likes my father.
I
think she wishes she hadn't married him.
I think she is bored .
She told me that a woman can do anything without a man.
I
think that is some~hing .
She is forty years old, she has spent
her entire life totally dependent . She bought the whole house wife bit, kids, curtains and all, and now, she is telling me that
a woman doesn ' t have to have a man.
I think that is some~hing.
I t hink that lS terrific.
April 16
I carne up here tb be
I don't know what I am doing here.
alone and write about how the dandelions are already turning
whispy and plugheaded.
They didn't last very long and I can't
write about it because some lady is sitting up here watching me
throwing books out the window to our book-thief accomplices.
There is a totally glorious view from up here.
The Dogwood
is a spiraling mardi-gras spider from above, no longer a tree,
but an eager celebrator.
Do they think I'm disturbed or something? Because I stand
in the breeze and write about it? This whole place strives for
normalcy to the point of insanity.
"Can I help you?", they ask, as if everyone carne to the lib rary for human help.
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April 19
I am making headway to somewhere, to sanity possibly, to usefulness hopefully.
But what is usefulness? I keep stacking up
requirements and looking at the neatness of the collection. There
are times when I feel so ignorant and insufficient.
I must be
masquerading.
Surely they know how ignorant I am.
April 22
Dormitories are disgusting.
This room is pink-orange and
stuffed-looking.
It's like living inside of an as,pirin.
My roommates irritate me at times. They sit on their beds
like cats on pillows.
So still.
I have to leave.
I can feel them
secretly clawing the beds.
April 25
The semester is closing.
I'll go home for awhile and rest up.
I'll sleep late and take long baths.
I am so tired.
April .29
There is something miserably sad about packing. The empty
shelves make me want to cry.
I'm shaking out the emptiness like a
broken string of beads.
God, how much I've changed since I came here.
I can see now
that I never really grew very much in high school.
I went from
year to year staying exactly the same and never changing.
I never
grew. Yet somehow, I was what they wanted. Not like now.
I wouldn't go back to that time.
I don't like that person.
I am trying to find something new.
I resent the way I was stunted.
I resent the way that they ignore the damage.
I resent the
way they will never see what made me the way I am.
They will
never see, they will always wonder what made me turn against them.
May 2
My mother has seen a turnabout.
She is now very much an
appendage of my father.
I don't understand how it happened.
Suddenly, I feel like a little , girl again, I feel so alone and frightened, like the little girl whose mother had punished her.
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May 5
When my father disciplines one of the younger children, my
mother gets a fire in her eyes.
She repeats his phrases with added force, not realizing the absurdity of it.
This all confuses me.
Suddenly, I am the enemy.
I try to
communicate with her, but she sees me as the painted lady.
I
have ideas, therefore, no morals.
I can't reach her anymore.
May 9
What is the difference between boredom and suffocation?
it just that you have to sit longer for one than the other?

Is

May 11
I see the thing is my father's life.
It keeps him alive.
He feeds off of it.
The ringing.
The ringing makes him feel
alive.
Cash registers.
Loose change. He feels a looseness as
the money dances on strings to his sides. He feels loose. Yet
he is tight.
Ti~th-lipped, he stumbles with alarms and greasysmelling keys.
May 13
The world is so dingy.
So I scrub it. Everyday I take out
my cleanser and sponge and scrub it.
Dirt is the cycle of . every
woman's life.
Dirt that multiplies and creeps in like children's
play toys.
It is a topic of conversation with my mother and her
friends.
Dirt gossip.
Dirt and its sex life, dirt and its lousy
taste in furniture.
Dirt is every mother's favorite child.
May 15
My bedroom in this house is pink also.
I defiantly hang red
curtains and cry on an olive-green bedspread.
My father told me that I don ' t hav e t~e ~ ight attitude for a
career.
I think they are trying to save me. They think that I
am going to run away to Greenwich Village and become a freak.
So
they are calling the cavalry in. Hurray for Gary Cooper.
They
learned this trick from him.
I would love to go to Greenwich Village and become a freak.
And whenever they walked down the streets of Greenwich Village,
they could pretend they didn't know me.
Being a freak, I would
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unde rstand.
me .

I wouldn't be hurt.

After all, they did try t o save

May 16
The lights make moons. Moons have always threaten e d me. They
g low too much. All I want to do is hide away, under a bush. I
do n't want to see the moon.
I don't want to be alone in this stiff
brick h o use. Everyone is leaving me, everyone at once.
I am so
a f raid of bein g alone.
So afraid of myself.
Alone. The lone survivor.
Or maybe they are the living and
I am the dead.
I wonder how dead I already am.
With a knife. A knife.
The blood would turn the she et deep
an d black-red. My blood is not red, it's black-red, sinister and
ca u ght up with evil bodies. The evil bodies would stumble o ut,
sq uintin g from the brightness of the light.
Some would be splatter ed on the wall from the shock of the first cut, but mo st would
b~ huddled together, suffocating like fish on the bed.
And I would be chalk-colored, with a blue tin g e. Wou ld I
l i ve n ow? No evil bodies trapped inside of me.
Wo u ld I live ?
May 22
I remember my mother as a shrill bulldog.
I used to watch her hands at the breakfast tabl e ,
st e ady and quick as she sliced bananas,
frantic as she tied shoes.
Her hands would braid
and stretch my scalp.
I th o u ght she hated me
as I lived my life
of secret stories.
I thoufht she hated me
for not fighting
being her.
Why do I feel that I have failed my mother? I ca n ' t contain
the guilt.
Is it guilt I feel or uselessness? Have I f a iled or
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or been rejected?
I must learn to break.
I am so afraid of being alone.
It scares me.
I think I
must be insane.
I am trying so hard to fight it.
I feel like I
have been fighting it all my life.
Is that applause I hear? Are they applauding my insanity?
Do they love to hear my insanity? Is that what they want to hear?
My mother says, "Good for you! , Good for you!"
I must learn to break.
by Vickie Wills
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My mother's dying now,
her watch has near completed
its slow, agonizing journey from
wrist to wrin~led middle arm.
The horrible endless nights
of thoughts of death, cold death
with eternal night have almost end ed.
The sweated prayers, imploring prayers
remain unheard, unanswered.
As time draws near, all leave
save those who must be there,
and no tears are left to comfort th e m.
Night lingers on, but there is no time.
Thoughts of death, warm death
with peace forever rest my mind.
Just before dawn, silence reigns,
and the beauty of her last smile
lifts my soul.
John Bowman
Tenement Housing for Sale or Re n t
Tenement Housihg for Sale or Rent:
3 Pat-bites daily guaranteed.
Wall to wall roaches.
No bathroom, extra.
Busted pipes, shaky walls, 2 stray mon gr els
at no extra prlce.
If you ' re a burglar don't worry.
Come on in, the neighbors are blind.
Tana Ray
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Reins On Man
The windls fingers touch your cheek, stroke
your hair; What is it they seek?
Soft as downy cotton, fair as
a clear blue sky is your lovely
face to every passerby.
Chestnut strands, thick, and heavy flow
about your shoulders; but your eyes
are the features which are daring--bolder .
Black, bright, rich, BIG--deepening
as I stare; What is drawing me
into your mind through those abysmal pair?
I! Steady
girl, I' I mount and pat her
side.
Feelings, animalistic-erupt from inside.
"HAH! I!
A slap
and we race into a meadow.
How free and powerful I feel,
a strange evilness grows . This horse
(at my command) obeys my every move;
how odd--at first her control she proved.
Digging with spurs, slaps on her hip
"Give me speed!"--(Damn it!
I forgot my whip).

Fer sides matted from the sweat,
(what a beauty!--I seem to forget).
Ridden too hard, dead from the strain
we come to a halt, I drop the reins.
I slide from the saddle, lead her
into the stall; those odd, wild
feelinr,s, I can only recall.
Sensations of power, control and command
not once entered me--me as a mart.
Turning to leave, I watch the great mare,
they were so magnetic, those abysmal pair .
Debbie Hildreth
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Alone
The aspen cover the forest floor
Like pillars in a Greek ruin
On a dark barbaric night.
I ride easi ly through them,
Hearin g whispers of golden l eaves and
leather reins.
Slowly we go down the hill,
My body gently shifting right to left as I look
back and up.
One tree , taller than the rest
Sits atop the hill,
Its tip silhouetted against th e full moon
like a fissure.
Silently a thin silver cloud bank '
Slips between the impaled moon
And t h e black earth .
I turn away, feeling the aspen s h adow o n
my shadows.
My mount's long ears wobble
Like loose horns.
He knows his way through
The forest ,
Carrying me along
And leaving behind
A cloven h oofpr int.
Kelby Cotton
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Hungry
I thought I would write a poem
About being hungry
Because I am hungry
And lots of people are hungry
And J o ts of people could identify with

Th -L S j.J-.J em.

am only hungry
Because I haven't eaten
All day.
Lots of people are hungry
Because they haven't eaten
All week.
Or
All month.
I

~hose are the people
That Mom always made me eat
My vegetables for.
She would tell me
'T'o think of the "poor starving children In China. "
I was always more than willing
To send my brussels sprouts to them.
I still am.

But I always thought that
The "poor starving, children In China"
Would hate brussels sprouts as
Much as I did--and do.
Because I know that
Even if I was truly starving
I would never eat
Rrussel sprouts.
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So, as for all you "poor starving children In China"
Be thankful I never sent you
My brussels sprouts.
And, if you are truly starving,
Try a hot fudge sundae.
Brussel sprouts will only
Turn your stomach and
Make you gag.
Chris Herklotz
Lies
Winding, binding
Fine, strong threads, nearly invisible;
Every time I turn
Another one is wrapping itself
Around me,
Surrounding me.
Innocent fine threads
Weaving a shroud
Of deception and mistrust
Dressing me in the clothes
Of a stranger.
Linda Ruffley
At Her Wedding
My little girl leaves
Not as a tiny spring bud
But as a blossom.
Gwenella Roe
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Minuet
We would enter the ballroom,
silh ouettes uncertain
seeking glacial grace
on slender ice.
Within our stiff-porcelain frames
spoke shy butterflies,
perching on glass reflections ,
pondering on spring meadows.
Then we would dance.
Attemptin g a look of breathlessness ,
strikin g poses,
smiling teacups,
in the ballroom
strong in arches,
beneath arches
as if comparison
belonged to us.
Fati gued,
we would go home.
Hang up our glazes.
Retire beneath white sheets.
Our glazes would glimmer
and reflect moonlight,
th ough we never stirred to look .
As we slept,
night-breezes sighed.
Pin-etching our glazes,
weakening them to wafers .
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We woke
to brittle breathing
and gasped at the glow
of our faint feeble pupa
nervously fluttering
out of ballrooms,
into halways,
seeking cocoons.
Vickie Wills
Diamente
fire
hot, bright
scorching, burning, killing
destruction, death, thirst, life
flowing, trickling, gushing
cool, refreshing
water
Robin Ann Warner
Haiku
Leaves blowing in wind
No direction no purpose
Thoughts of the confused
Robin Ann Warner
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lAm
Somewhere, I am,
lurking, running, hiding
behind the broyen pleces
of other's ideas.
Somewhere, I exist,
reaching for rays of light
and finding them colored
by someone else.
Somewhere, I must be.
may be no more than
the fog that covers the mountains
ln morning,

I

or the smell of air
washed clean by the rain,
or the silver arc of the
pale new moon,
but that is significant,
for somewhere,
I am.
Angela A. Patrick
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Scott Bent

Photograph
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' Jno. Holbrook

Photograph

Photograph

Rich Gorton
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Rick Hudna ll

Photograph
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Adolescence
I became fourteen tonight .
Washed my face with pimple cream.
Wrote dear diary passionatly
one hundred times across the ce~ling.
Redi e covered my bohemian life.
C,ood Samaritan,
taking the neighborood to the library.
Beguiling Hostess
nibbling on Saturday night 's dough.
(You are what you eat!)
Chubby obstruction
in a dress too long
and red.
(The time of the month to be safe!)
"He" danced
with !:her". (the bitch! )
Under the covers,
whispered, too young
to want a lover,
as I settled for myself .
And out in the front room,
we watched some old slides
(such cute faces!
no pimp l es! )
and ate jello.
Vickie
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Recollection
When the day ends,
I lie on my bed
In the soft darkness
And think.
And in the peaceful solitude
Within the land
Of shuffles and soft whispers,
I close my eyes
Against the pain of the day
And listen to the melancholy waves
Breaking against the shores
Of my mind.
Angela A. Patrick
Perfectionist
A nylon string
pulled tightly in my skull,
tightly, explosively.
my head pulled narrow
at the ears,
frenzy of pain
and emotion
and memory
and convulsive balloon bursting
as mental antibodies
huddle in terror
at the rage
that leaves no slack
for failure.
Vickie Wills
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A Killer ' s Way
My ears are deaf to your cries ,
harsh air blasting in my face;
My eyes see no horror in this ,
steel ripping , tearing at your soiled soul;
And my heart , oh yes, i s cold t o you.
You have no face to me , just h o l e s at o ne end,
No voice , mere hissing is al l.
You hold no worth nor eternal v alue,
just pack yourself with fift h an d pr o fit.
You kill to live now die so I will be reborn.
You know you ain ' t nothing
but a
Flesh bag ,
A sack of skin
filled -- that ' s all.
Hey flesh bag
you ain ' t nothing but an
animated flesh bag .
and I'm going to undo that
which so tightly binds
and watch you run so red
over my -- yes -- murderous
h ands .
Michel Marr i ot t
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In a Dust Storm Outside
the Pueblo of Taos New Mexico
Shifting, gratingly,
The locust grains bite.
I feel the flesh
Carried away by the dead .
Spirits wail with
Hollow bone voices
And flashing talon strength.
Clean sand whirling
Like white water rapids .
I close my eyes
And nose, feeling
Every strata leve l ed
Against me . The wind
From the mountains rolls
Across the desert
Like a tidal wave
And encrusts my grim mouth
With crystallized souls .
I SWlm ln melting sand,
My head hollowed out .
There is no need
To close my eyes,
For there are empty sockets
Now, lidless sight.
And my unglazed
Ceramic skull flashes
Once, and falls.
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I can hear the songs
Of the dead now.
I lie with legs
And arms sifting
Over me, and I flow
Like water
With them, whispering
Secrets among
High cheekbones.
(and I rise
and I walk
with the spirit
sand grating
in my joints
like maize being ground
down between stones
by gnarled hands)
Kelby Cotton
Dr. Buffalo's Defunct
dr buffalo's
defunct
who used to
drive a creamy-smooth avacado
monte carlo
and snap one-two-three-four-five coed'sbrastraps justlikethat
Jesus
, he had a unique personality
and what 1 want to know is
how one gets a doctorate
ln gym
Al Jordan
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Vlomb Chair
\~7hispers

with dai!gers
don 't penetrate
my v]omb C":hair,
watery -white,
hollow and deep.
I can recline
and flip over
end,
floating through the chair,
smiling in free-fall .
And no one
in the room
'can see me
or know that
I'm secretly slnglng,
pixie -l ike,
and dancing
with poster - paint flowers
that never bend over .
Sometimes .
I make an appearance .
Bursting through cushions
like through water .
I see voices ,
cemented with watery laughter ,
JT\ore whispers .
Is that how they dance?
Vickie Wills

S2

Make Believe
Mesmerized, we watch you
Fascinated by your magic
Episodes of intrigue and suspense
Projected onto your
Mysterious screen face.
Make Believe.
Spellbound, we watch you
Pretending to live
In your imaginary world
Escaping the confinement
Of our own drabness
By experiencing life through you.
Make Believe.
Addicted, we become your
Cunning, wily characters
Creating dangers, escaping dangers
Living their lives to the fullest ext ent
WhiI'e ~ our own lives waste away.
The tables are turned
You are real and we are
Make Believe.
Linda Ruffley
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Refrigerator Crisis
A lonely melon waits impatiently for breakfast.
He doesn't know he's it.
A baked apple moves imperceptively away from an onlon.
She's very sensitive to primitive odors.
A celery stalks an unsuspecting broccoli top.
Distrust abounds in the vegetable jungle.
The onion sniffs audible,
Aware of his shortcomings.
Two peach slices take hands,
In complete understanding of the forthcoming situatiQn.
They hope they will go together.
Waiting.
. waiting.
In utter, absolute darkness.
The door opens.
They unite against a common predator.
Suddenly an egg is snatched and the door slams shut!
Who!.
. Who will be next!
A slice of bacon breaks into hysterics.
He's on the end, naked and vulnerable.
"No--oh no! Not yet!
Please I'm too young!"
Again the door is wrenched-The hand thrusts forward!
With the bacon slice removed, quiet returns.
A mad, sinister quiet,
Born of shock and fear.
The peach slices intertwine.
Fear clutches their throats and they swallow noisily.
Then a wretched stillness.
Only the onion's muffled sobs can be heard.
The lettuce tried futily to calm his fears.
The tomato, a philosopher, sharply silences the lettuce.
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The waiting begins again.
The peach slices close their eyes.
The hope they will go together.
It is to be accepted.
It is the way.
Carole Nantz
Upon waking to a rlnglng telephone
My pulse is beating back at me
in retaliat ion for fantasies
that I try to stuff
beneath my pillow
when you make a noise to free me
from my self-made tomb
of pity and hope
and hell
of dependence
that all become buried
in the fat-black arteries
that would strangle me
ln my own behalf.
Vickie Wills
Haiku
Sun over mountains
Risen to light the darkness
Old memories of love
Robin Ann Warner
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Indecision
Not knowing what to do,
Whether to reach or not.
Knowing if you dOD't, he might.
But what if he doesn't?
Not knowing, not wanting to seem anXlOUS,
But do you reach or not?
It seems impossible to decide,
Whether to reach or not.
Cindy Brown
Concentration
I thought about you
in the library today.
Little warm thoughts
kept nUdging at the things
in my head.
(supposedly history)
The students are noisy;
not loud, just a rumble.
I don't mean to grumble,
but
if you and they would be quiet
I could study.
Pngela A.
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Patric~

The First Goodbye
That was the weirdest day I ever had seen.
First all the
grownups came in all dandied up and as sad-looking as Mr. Tweed's
basset hound.
They all stood around whispering in little gatherings with real worried looks on their faces.
They kept looking
over at Grandma; making sure she didn't see them, then whispering
some more.
Finally they went up and they all looked into the big
box called a casket--that's where Grandpa was staying.
They kept
saying silly things like, "He really looks good, so natural and
all," and "He's better off." "I wonder how Aunt Lucille is taking it?"
I would have told them if they'd only thought of asking
me.
Grandma wasn't none too happy about it.
And neithe~ was I.
Instead of playing on the wheelchairs in the hospital they made
me come here with all these strange people and sit still and
quiet.
And besides that I was going to miss the first Brownie
meeting of the year so now I wouldn't know where to sell my
cookies.
I sure couldn't see why all of these people would come
to a big fancy place like this just to watch someone lay there
and sleep.
I felt grouchy.
And hot too.
The old ladies kept
coming up to me, pinching my cheeks, and asking me whose baby I
was.
I finally told one of them to mind her own business; and
keep her hands off me, that I wasn't anyone's baby.
She got mad
and kept talking about brats every time she saw me, but I just
didn't care.
I remember being bored.
I mean really bored.
First I tried
to see how many ladies wore hats and how many didn't.
The only
thing that happened was when Spencer Delton's little boy knocked
over three whole basketfulls of flowers.
I giggled, but Mother
warned me I wasn't to say anything unless it was necessary and
then only in whispers.
I promised and went to get a drink of
water.
After all the grownups had went to "view the body" as that
tall man in the entrance said, they all sat around in the chairs;
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gabbing about this and that and who was sick, and who'd ha d
I was mad .
a baby, and the good Lord only knows what else.
If they had come to "view the body" why didn't they just d o
it and then get out and make room for everyone else?
No,
they just sat while my Grandpa was resting in his casket.
Why did he have to go and die and make all this mess anyh ow?
Now I won't know where to sell my cookies and I don't like
to see my Aunt Ellen cry.
He should'a been a little more
considerate.
Anyway, just what was all this dying stuff?
I really
didn't know and no one bothered to tell me.
They just kep t
calling me a "poor little gir1."
I felt like telling them
I wasn't poor, and that my daddy made lots of money.
But
I decided I didn't really care what they thought anyhow.
So I just supposed that dying was another disease Grandpa
had caught when he didn't take his medicine right.
I guess I first noticed that something was wrong when
I saw th~t everyone was walking away from the casket crying.
I didn't see much to cry about, but I knew something
must be pretty wrong with Grandpa or they wouldn't be cry ing.
So when Aunt Millie asked me if I wanted to go up a nd
see Grandpa I told her I would.
I was gonna fi~d out what
all this sniffling and squalling was about.
So I walked
up to the casket.
I glanced around to see who was looking
but there was only Aunt Millie.
She was smiling at me wit h
that funny crooked smile she uses whenever she doesn't kn ow
what she should do.
I smiled back and looked over the edg e
of the casket, being real careful not to smudge the shiny
gray side.
He was pink.
Bright, shiny pink.
And all relaxed looking; all except for his mouth.
It was waxy look ing
sort of like a honeycomb and shut real tight.
I reached
over and ~ouched his face, to see if he would wake up, but
he didn't.
He felt cold.
I jerked my hand back.
This ma n
wasn't my GrandpaJ
My grandpa always stayed in the hospit al.
My grandpa had dark brown skin, sort of like leather--not
pink at all!
My grandpa had a stain at the corner of his
mouth from chewing tobacco.
This man's face was all clea n
and pretty, not even any beard stubbles.
And his hair--i t
was neat and he looked as though he'd just come from the
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barber.
My grandpa's hair flew every which-away every time
he took off his cap.
No, thi s wasn't my grandpa.
I stared at the stranger a few seconds more, convincing
myself it was all a mistake.
I couldn't understand why everyone had come to see this man.
Then I walked back over to my
s eat beside the big lamp and sat down.
Aunt Millie smiled
again from across the room.
I waved and went and climbed up
onto my daddy's lap.
I told him it was all a mistake.
That
we were in the wrong place.
We should all go back to the
hospital and see how Grandpa was, then I could go back for the
last twenty minutes of my Brownie meeting.
He looked at me
real sad and kept telling me that I was too young to understand but I would just have to be brave.
That everything
would be okay.
Then I saw te ars falling down my daddy's face.
I'd never seen my daddy cry b efore.
It was scary so I cryed
too, and it wasn't long befor e everyone around us was crying
and the tall man in the entrance brought us all some kleenex.
Then Grandma came over.
I think she was the only one
in the whole bunch that wasn't crying like a baby.
Daddy
told her what I'd said.
She took my hand and led me up to
the casket.
She lifted me up so I could see real good,
then
showed me the scar on the man's left ear.
Grandpa had one
just like it.
Then she showed me that the suit was Grandpa's .
Next she told me that this really was Grandpa but that he had
looked sick so the nice t a ll man had put makeup on him and
fixed him up so he would look good for all of us to sec.
I
looked again real hard and sure enough it was Grandpa .
Then
she and Daddy both explained to me that what happened to
Grandpa was just like my cat Missy.
That his body had quit
working and he would have to be buried and that he would start
living in heaven.
I really started crying then, and I told
them I wanted Grandpa to stay with us.
But I guess it doesn't
do any good to cry about it when someone dies because later
that day after the preach er gave a big sermon we all loaded
up in the cars and drove to the graveyard on Rounding Hill.
The preacher said a big long prayer and we all went home.
Daddy
said some workmen were going to bury Grandpa later.
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I guess they must have done it too, 'cause we're going
out there tomorrow to see how his tombstone looks.
I cried
a whole lot when they told me what happened to Grandpa--when
his body stopped and all.
But Grandma told me that Jesus
taught Grandpa how to playa harp and that someday I could go
see him when I got old, so I guess I'll just have to wait.
Anyway my troop leader called and told me I could sell cookies
on my own block, so I guess everything worked out pretty good
after all.
But Grandpa sure did cause a fuss for a couple of
days.
He should'a been a little more considerate.
by Tana Ray
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Humble Child
You are like the sun
that fleets me
as it crawls up,
over tree tops,
drawing its shade
at dinner time.
r sit in the flat
slate shadows
wondering
how useless
r am to you,
always following after,
always smiling,
shyly watching
for a sign,
bolt of lightning.
r wear the smile
of a masochist
as you fondle
your earth
and glide
somewhere
above me.
And r wish so
strongly to become
part of this energy
that takes you
under rocks,
yet over mountains,
pushing your
shadow ahead
of you.
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But today you pull it behind
like a slow-moving kite.
And I am bleeding,
from the lack of you
and the frigidness
of your shadow,
which is all that I,
humble child,
am entitled to.
Vickie Wills
Echos
I've missed you.
Now I've said it.
Like a child caught
with chocolate pudding
on his face,
I stand penetrated by you.
You look stricken,
so frightened.
What is it?
My farmgirl smile?
My short fingernails?
My just-vanishing warts?
Must all my lovers
retreat from the lion-eater,
who wants only egos
and that is all?
I'm lonely,
so lonely.
Now I've said it.
Did anyone hear me?
Vickie Wills
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And What Am I Now?
And what am I now
That I wasn't before?
What have I lost
During these ten long
Months of humid drought?
(the hoar used to bloom quickly
on the window while
coyotes cried like lost
children looking for dead
parents in the desert;
I would talk to the
night hawk daryly flying
above the canopy of stars;
my breath became
a frozen sculpture there before me)
This sweat sits heavily,
Heavily, on me.
I have
Gone from my sandy
Womb . No more are my scars
Dryas a lizard belly.
I do not feel clean dust
In my teeth, but wet
Cotton in my lungs.
Wet cotton and
A syrup sheen on my skin.
My mind was fertile rain
In that arid world .
I am now dry grey matter,
thirsting to death
In this dry rain.

Kelby Cotton
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Don't look now, but there ' s a frog - man in your plpe
And little do you know
that he is on his way to your boiler room
where he will mess up your entire electrical set- up
with stick- and-peel circuits and then deposit
three thousand cockroaches in your toilet
so be careful what you say because
each insect is equipped with a tiny listening device
attached to his or her right hind leg .
But actually, you should have known better .
Never trust a man who walks up to you and says;
"Hello, my name is Phelps and my nephew left his lunch box
on your ferris wheel ."
Vickie Wills
Forcast for April 1
It has been a day of strange seasons. The wind
exchanges cultures with Japan ' s bl ooming Dogwood . The dust
of the west-bel onging- to- cowboys slaps my face harshly for
no reason, like the crack of a whip . The tree limbs perform
strange tribal dances , wondering where their suntans went .
Manshevik clouds pounce upon the sky , singing wooly s ongs,
dancing with arms crossed, full across the sky, seemingly
casting shadows on all.

gestapo?

Why does the hail- rain-spit make me think of
April fool.
Vickie Wills
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Jump Shot
I lie here and relive that fleeting
less-Than-second
when control was lent to me.
I know again that same sudden
impulse sprung
from knowledge of loved ability.
I pick the ball from dribble's height
and spring suddenly
rising quickly to hang as levitating.
I cannot--must not think, just feel
the impulse streak
from b~ain to right wrist waiting.
It flicks, and as the ball rolls off
my hungry fingertips
they enjoy the grainy feel of rightness.
I cannot--must not watch it rainbow toward
its distant goal
must only see the goal itself.
I ' ve slowed time down now, enjoying every
spinning wonder
of its preconceived and perfect arc.
Plunging past the passive rim
it now caresses
netted rope, which ripples in response.
John Bowman
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With Stain Glass Clarity
It stands, held in brick and steel,
Fngulfing spellbound captives.
Its whisperings heard in one's being alone
Its shades and tints of holy paint make clear .
Wooden veins span through its face-Features that threaten the haven of the skul l,
Imprisoned through thoughts, freed momentarily
To the mosaic genuis of Gothic symbolism .
Colors whirl and pulsate--angry waters unheaving -A surface resurfaces bringing images decayed,
Distorted glimpses of an unknown eerle
Onlv to submerge once again.
Absence of a mortal touch reveals
A -stone cross standing in dream fog haze.
The splendor of the glass is unyielding
Reflecting the invisible face of God .
Michel Marriot
Mirror Images
I wish I could become
the reflection I see.
Not the critical eye
that checks every mark.
Then I could laugh
at the anguish,
and the embarrassment
of that same person.
Janie Powell
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r saw two birds soaring,
circling a sunlit field of brown grass.
First one ahead, then the other,
then side by side they sang their shrill song
of spring, of themselves, of life.
r saw a little girl standing
in the midst of the grass, studying something
she held in her hands very carefully.
Her curious smile seemed the source of
all the sunlight and warm breezes.
r saw two small boys come running,
shouting at the girl in scornful, pleading voices.
Put them down, put them down, they'll kill them,
they'll eat them, the boys implored, their Jeans
rustling with urgency, their hair flying.
I saw the three of them
standing in the sunlit field of brown grass.
The two white birds still circled,
their screams full of hurt, anger, dispair.
And r was full of wonder at the sight.
John Bowman
Haiku
Stars in midnight skies
Shining to light the darkness
Smiles for the lonely
Robin Ann Warner
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Jeff S alisbury

Ph otograph
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Rich Gorton

Photograph
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Dave McWhorter

Photograp h
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Photograph

Dennis Davis
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Diagnosis
It's a sort of
I should know.
I stare at the
and say to it,
And she stares

madness .
face in the m1rror
"The person you see 1S insane."
back, triumphant .

It's a sort of madness
and it seeps through the green hanging plants
standing guard on the open window .
It is life's animation,
The plants as they seem alive .
The round clay pots gape,
like apathetic matrons.
They only make the madness
feel heavier.
They only make the nonsense
mQre abnormal.
The pots are heavy, heavy
and my throat is thick and sagging .
I cannot bring myself to speak
because the lights are green and me llow .
How soft and light
this time should be
or so seems the light
that would make things logical.
It's a sort of madness
and I should ~now
as the face in the m1rror ,
the crying moon 1n the mirror
serves warning .
Vickie \I!ills
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Vocalise
In the beginning, Solfeggio;
Italian exercises all
restricted to a practice room;
Lengthy, laborious, tedious-developing, acquiring.
Articulate arpeggios,
words from Metastasio;
interpreting styles, distinct
emotion demanding ambition,
conviction to reach artistry.
Progression--to a sharp allegro,
Appoggiatura, gruppetto,
portamento, trill--all
adorning a work and
glorifving my God.
Tempo, rhythm, volume, tone-I breathe and a song begins;
Throughout my body music lives,
singing praise for notes on staves,
words in phrases, rests and holds.
Sing a song unto your god
for his gift to you.
Use it
always in his glory, voice
your love in any fashion.
Make known your feelings, thoughts, Love.
Debbie Hildreth
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Op en ed Bo nes
My father came at midnight, "You have another
bro th er ." I wo ndered if my mother felt bad in the hospital
by h e rs e lf the way I did that time.
When my mother told me, I knew it was a secret
because s h e wasn't showing yet.
Besides, I yelled it
out t he win do w to my friends and the neighbors heard
and my mo th er was upset and told me never to yell out of
windows .
But later, my mother waved to the three of us
in t h e s tati o n wagon from her window because we weren't
a ll owed i ns id e .
~y Aunt came and fixed supper and told me
it was a I!natural thing that happens" and I nodded even
t h o u gh I had asked no questions.
The natural thing was
ug l v a n d I wo ndered how it happened and I was . worried it
wou l d p ick th e fat scab on its stomach.
~y mother still
l ooked pre g nant and told me that her bones had opened
a n d I n odded and sigherl when she did.
Vick ie v.7ills
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\A,1armth
The summer sun
d

n

a

g

1

c

n

on my bed
through curtains
f

1
a
p
p
1

n

g

ln the breeze .
Hot and sweaty--I awAKE.
My gown
matted to my
thighs;
I don't burn
for your love .. .
The electric blanket
was left on.
Debbie Hildreth
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The reason why I'm such a lousy card player
The King of Spades has mournful eyes.
I can remember being a child
and seeing his fine, curved brow
and wanting to cry.
Is he sad on both ends?
Has someone killed the Jack?
Has the Queen been taken from him
in a gin?
Vickie Wills
Obviously Gay
They looked like fraternal twins
tied together by their single pierce-ear.
His left,
his right,
their bond.
I stared at the earring
a single silver star that could have been
pasted to the lobe.
He looked at me in jealousy
He-he.
He-he.
I've seen that look before,
but something isn't quite right.
All these he's and looks are confusing.
It's not supposed to be this way.
Obviously gay.
Vickie Wills
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Maternal Instinct
She paced from side to side
in her plastic maternity ward.
Her transparent aspirin-belly an open window
of fetal whiteness.
I shivered as I watched
the fish in the glass box
in a smaller box yet
with inserted panels
and tiny passages
for babes to fin through
in pursuit of life,
not possible
in carnivorous fish-society.
What shall we do when
she has her first pain?
Boil water? Bring sheets?
Wipe perspiration
from her contorted brow?
Following cycles,
for babes will learn norms.
More aspirin-bellies,
more pure fetal whitness,
more boxes.
A blessing
on the mother
who would
eat her babes
for breakfast.
Vickie Wills
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